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Transonic Row through a duct of variable cross section for which nonlinear 
resonance ffects are important is considered. The complicated local interactions of 
nonlinear waves are resolved through asymptotic analysis and this is then used to 
construct a random choice method to calculate general unsteady flowfields. The 
method produces sharp shocks without oscillations, is accurate in smooth regions, 
and converges to a stable steady flow. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we construct a numerical scheme for the quasi-one-dimen- 
sional equations of gas dynamics in a duct of variable cross section. We are 
particularly interested in problems of transonic flow. This case is difficult 
because nonlinear resonance effects can cause a wave to change type and 
may cause a flowfield to be unstable. The flow is modeled by a system of 
quasilinear hyperbolic partial differential equations of the form 
u, + f(u), = d&4 (14 
where u is the vector of conserved quantities, f is the flux vector, and g is the 
vector of source terms. Systems of the form (1.1) also model a wide variety 
of physical phenomena, including nonequilibrium flow, chemically reacting 
flow, multiphase flow, and pipe flow for which nonlinear resonance effects 
are important. 
In the calculation of flowfields with shock waves, it is desirable that a 
numerical scheme produce sharp discontinuities without oscillations and is 
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accurate in smooth regions. In the case of transonic flow, our task here is 
more difficult due to nonlinear resonance effects. For instance, a transonic 
shock along a converging duct is unstable even to a small local disturbance. 
This instability cannot occur for flow in a uniform duct which is modeled by 
the system of hyperbolic conservation laws 
u, + f(u), = 0. 0.2) 
For (1.2), the elementary waves are shock waves, rarefaction waves, and 
contact discontinuities. However, the system (1.1) possesses an additional 
elementary wave, the steady wave solutions satisfying 
f(u), = g(x,u>. (1.3) 
Another aspect of nonlinear resonance is that an expansion wave propagat- 
ing toward a sonic point (i.e., a singular point of (1.3)) changes type by 
reflecting as a compression wave. 
Our scheme decomposes a general flow into normal modes which consist 
of elementary waves for (1.2) and steady waves; it is based on the scheme 
developed in [lo, 121, used in [5], and reduces to the scheme in [6] for 
hyperbolic conservation laws. In outline, it is the random choice method 
using piecewise steady profiles instead of piecewise constant profiles as is 
usually done, see [15]. The aforementioned references had to exclude the 
case of nonlinear resonance, i.e., the matrix f’(u) had to be always nonsingu- 
lar. The main contribution of this paper is the construction of a related 
scheme satisfying the criteria mentioned above and which may be applied to 
the physically interesting situations for which nonlinear resonance occurs. 
Physically, solutions of (l.l), with arbitrary initial data, should tend 
toward asymptotic states with noninteracting waves. In order to numerically 
resolve the phenomenon of nonlinear resonance, this observation is applied 
locally and we consider the local interaction of waves and their resulting 
asymptotic states. For example, such analysis shows that an expansion wave 
is reflected as a compression wave moving in the opposite direction as the 
wave approaches the sonic state, as mentioned above. 
In gas dynamics, it is physically correct to specify one state variable at a 
subsonic outflow; the other two state variables must be calculated. This is a 
controversial area (both analytically and computationally) and schemes can 
be very sensitive to the choice of numerical boundary conditions. However, 
standard compatibility conditions can be derived for smooth flow from the 
characteristic analysis of hyperbolic systems (see [4]). We propose here a 
new algorithm which also can handle the interaction of shock waves with a 
subsonic outflow boundary (condition). Additionally, the algorithm ensures 
that the single specified boundary condition is satisfied exactly in subsonic 
flow and is ignored in supersonic flow, which is physically correct. 
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To understand the aforementioned analysis and the resulting scheme for 
nozzle flows, we will devote Section 2 to the treatment of certain scalar 
conservation laws with a source term. The scalar model exhibits some of the 
essential features of nonlinear resonance which occur in more complicated 
physical situations. The equations of motion, stability analysis, and the 
numerical scheme will all be presented in this section. For a complete 
analysis of the scalar model, see [13]. 
Sections 3-5 will be devoted to the equations of gas dynamics in a 
variable area duct. In Section 3, these equations are recalled and the basic 
analysis which will be needed later is worked out. In particular, the solution 
of the Riemann problem for the homogeneous ystem is presented, the 
steady equations are expanded in terms of the right eigenvectors of f’(u), 
and the standard formulae used in explicitly solving the steady flow of a 
perfect gas are noted. Then in Section 4, the stability analysis of nozzle flow 
is worked out; see also [ll, 121 for related work. For numerical reasons, we 
are mainly interested in obtaining the possible noninteracting wave patterns 
in the vicinity of the sonic region. The stable and unstable dependence of 
these noninteracting wave patterns on the boundary conditions is also 
derived in Section 4. Finally, the numerical algorithm is presented in detail 
in Section 5. 
Numerical results for gas dynamic nozzle flows are presented in Section 6. 
Two features of our scheme which are of practical interest are that it is time 
accurate in the computation of unsteady flow and that it requires only a 
small number of spatial mesh points to converge to an asymptotic state 
(with an Q(Ax) error if the flow contains a discontinuity). It is shown that 
for an expanding duct, our scheme converges to a unique steady flow 
depending only on the boundary conditions. For a contracting duct with 
supersonic inflow specified, there may exist three asymptotic states and the 
scheme converges to one of the two stable branches, depending on the initial 
data; the same is true for a converging-diverging nozzle. These results 
confirm the stability analysis carried out in Section 4. 
In summary, we have presented a random choice method based on the 
analytical studies of the normal modes for nozzle flow. Recently, there has 
been considerable interest in upwind schemes such as the high-order 
Godunov schemes, see [3], [16]; the use of piecewise steady profiles as 
computational elements has been carried out for such schemes, see [lb]. It 
would be of interest to incorporate our analysis in the construction of more 
robust numerical methods, possibly along these lines. This is left for the 
future.’ 
‘Note added in proof. Upon the completion of this work, we received [17], which announces 
a duct flow calculation using a version of the random choice method with piecewise steady 
profiles. Motivated by this work, we have performed an additional calculation, which is 
presented in Section 6. 
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2. SCALAR CONSERVATION LAWS 
To illustrate some of our main ideas for calculating nozzle flows for the 
much more complicated Euler equations, in this section we study the scalar 
model 
u, + f(u), = cb)W. (2.1) 
We consider here only the special case of a convex flux function, i.e., 
f”(u) > 0; for this case, a complete convergence proof of our method is 
available [13]. Certain aspects of the nonconvex case have been treated by 
[81- 
A state u is called sonic if f’( u) = 0. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that f(0) = f’(0) = 0, which implies that u = 0 is the unique sonic 
point. So, we will refer to {u: u < 0}, {u: u > 0} as the subsonic and 
supersonic regions of state space, respectively. In order to model transonic 
flow effectively, it is necessary to assume that both h(u) and h’(u) are 
nonzero and never change sign. The function c(x) describes the geometry of 
the duct. For simplicity, we assume that the duct is uniform except for a 
finite interval, i.e., c(x) = 0 for 1x1 2 K, for some K. 
The homogeneous part of (2.1) is 
Ut + f(u)x = 0 (2.2) 
and in the steady state, (2.1) reduces to 
f(u), = 4~w4. 
Away from the sonic point, (2.3) is equivalent o 
(2.3) 
u, = +Pbvf’b). (2.4) 
It follows that for steady flow in a region of the duct where ch < 0, u 
approaches onic in the direction of increasing x irrespective of whether the 
flow is subsonic or supersonic. Similarly, u approaches onic in the direction 
of decreasing x for regions where ch > 0. By analogy with the situation for 
gas dynamics (see Section 3), we will think of the “duct” to be expanding 
(contracting) at those points x for which ch > 0 (resp. ch < 0). 
Our first task is to recall the solution of the Riemann problem for (2.2). 
Next, we solve the steady equations (2.3) away from the sonic point. Then, 
we derive those steady noninteracting wave patterns which are possible for 
(2.1) in the vicinity of a sonic point. In particular, a standing shock must be 
transonic; the stability condition is that c(x) and h’(u) have opposite signs 
at the location of the shock. The crucial result for the implementation of the 
difference scheme is that for a contracting duct, the interaction of a 
supersonic rarefaction fan with a downstream sonic point leads asymptoti- 
cally to a shock wave reflected from the sonic point. 
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The Riemann problem is the initial value problem for (2.2) with initial 
data 
The solution is a function of 5 = x/t. If ue > ul, then f’( UC) > f’( u,) and so 
the entropy condition is satisfied [7], and a shock wave discontinuity 
connects u( and u,. The shock wave satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot jump 
condition 
u = f(4 -f(%> 
u&j-- u, ’ 
where u denotes the speed of the shock. So, the solution is 
(2.6) 
In case u,< u,, the entropy condition indicates that a shock wave is not 





5 2 f’bd 
f’h> < t < f’W (2.7), 
U .a) 5 2 f’b,). 
Since f” > 0, (2.7), is a well-defined fanlike wave. 
We solve the steady equation in the form (2.3). The result is 
f(4M =fMxJ +/x24X)w h* 
Xl 
The evaluation of the integral is a numerical problem. Finally, 
(2.8) 
whenever the right-hand side exists. If not, then no steady solution exists 
between xi and x2. For example, if f(u) = u*/2, then the right-hand side of 
(2.8) is constrained to be positive in order that a steady solution exist in the 
interval [xi, x2]. 
We first study the propagation of a shock wave through a steady wave. It 
can be shown, and is consistent with the following analysis, that as the 
shock wave moves thru the steady wave the postshock flowfield is again a 
steady wave, i.e., it satisfies (2.3). Let x(t) and a(t) denote the location and 
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speed of a shock wave discontinuity (u _ (t ), u, (t )) as a function of time, 
and assume that (ue, u-(t)) and (u+(t), Us) are steady wave profiles (i.e., 
solutions of (2.3)) for all time. Then, 
u(t) = f(u+W -f(u-(4 
u+(t) - 4) 
and 
(f(t) = g . 2 = (J . g 
f =U 
[ 
+,x-f-,.* _ ~. u+,x - u-,.x 
U+ - u- u, - u- I 
(2.10) 
(2.11a) 
f’(U+) - (J . u+ x _ f’k) - (J . u_,. 
U+ -u- ’ u, - u- 1 (2.11b) 
where u, x = a(u+(t))/&x, etc. It follows from (2.3) (2.4), and (2.11a) that 
u’(t) = u. c(x(t)) * “,;I fi: - fJ * 
[ 
(h+/f’b+)) - P-/f’W) 
U+ - u- 1. 
(2.12) 
Consider a subsonic shock, i.e., u+(t) < u-(t) < 0. It follows from (2.10) 
that u(t) < 0 and so the subsonic shock is never standing. Similarly, a 
supersonic shock wave (u-(t) > u+(t) > 0) must have positive speed. 
Now consider the transonic case, u+ < 0 < u- . It is important to study 
the stability of standing shocks; thus, we also assume that IuI is as small 
(relative to Iu, - u- I) as we may require for our results. Taking )uI small, 
it follows from (2.12) that 
sgn(u . a’) = -sgn(c .(h+ - h-)) (2.13) 
and since u, < 0 < u-, (2.13) implies 
sgn(u2)’ = sgn(c . h’(u)). (2.14) 
Thus, we have shown that a stable standing shock must be transonic and 
situated in a portion of the duct for which c(x) has opposite sign to h’(u). 
We now consider the case of a supersonic rarefaction fan interacting with 
a steady wave in a region of the duct where ch < 0 (the case of a subsonic 
fan and ch > 0 can be treated in the same way). Let uc, u, be the upstream 
and downstream states and let u, be connected on the right to u, by a 
centered rarefaction fan and on the left to u, by a steady wave. So, 
u,~ > u( > 0 and u, > u, > 0. Our goal is to derive the possible asymptotic 
states between u, and uI, with special interest in the case in which u, is close 
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(a) (b) 
FIG. 2.1. Supersonic rarefaction fan impinging on steady flow in a contracting duct; 
up E (0, u,). Physical space (la) and state space (lb) representations. 
to sonic. More precisely, let K < 0 < fl+ be those states which if situated 
upstream can be exactly connected to the sonic state situated downstream 
by a steady wave; then, U, is close to sonic if 0 < ub < Q+ . The situation is 
depicted in Fig. 2.1. 
Suppose ue > Q+ . Then, there exists a state u, > 0 such that (u/, u,) is a 
steady wave; since u, < u,, it must be the case that (un, u,) is a supersonic 
rarefaction fan. In other words, the rarefaction fan simply moves down- 
stream and leaves a new steady wave in its wake asymptotically; the 
resulting wave pattern is clearly noninteracting. 
In the other case, ue < Q+ < u,. First, observe that (u,, Q,) and (a,, u,) 
can both be viewed as rarefaction fans. As in the previous case, (64,) u,) 
propagates downstream leaving us with the wave pattern (up, P,), (L?+ ,O), 
and (0, u,); the first and third waves are rarefaction fans and the second is a 
standing wave. However, these waves are not asymptotically noninteracting. 
We break up the analysis into two cases; the ensuing discussion is illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 2.2. 
Case I. Assume that the asymptotic wave pattern contains an elemen- 
tary wave for (2.2), say (u,, u), before the steady wave begins. This wave 
(Cl Id1 
FIG. 2.2. Asymptotic analysis of the interaction of a supersonic rarefaction fan with a 
steady wave in a contracting duct; uc close to sonic. 
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cannot be a rarefaction fan because the condition u, > 0 implies that such a 
wave would interact with the downstream waves. So, (u,, u) is a shock. This 
implies that a+> u, > u. If also u > 0, then (u, 0) could not be a steady 
wave. Hence, u < 0 and, indeed, we must have u = P-. Hence, if o(ue, a-) 
< 0 then the asymptotic state is a transonic shock reflected from the sonic 
state as shown in Fig. 2.2~. 
Case II. Assume that there are no elementary waves between uc and the 
start of the steady flow region. Since uL < a+, the only possible asymptotic 
state is a standing transonic shock as illustrated in Fig. 2.2d. 
The question remains as to which of these two cases occurs in a given 
situation. Let xi, x2 denote the inflow and outflow stations along the duct, 
respectively, and let u-(x), u+(x) denote the solution of (2.4) along this 
section with initial data u-(x1) = fi2_ and u+(xi) = a+. Note that U+(X) 
> 0 > u-(x) for all x. By 2.8, 
f(0) -f(f-L) = \X2~(~)h(~-(~)) dx 
(2Ma) 
and it follows that 
f(!d+) -f(K) = jx2c(x)[h(u-(x)) - l++(x))] dx. (2.16) 
x1 
Therefore, we obtain the result that ch’ > 0 implies a(Q+, Q-) c: 0, which 
implies that u(u, K) < 0 for all u E (0, Q,). This shows that Case I is 
possible in regions of the duct for which ch’ > 0. Indeed, there is no other 
possibility. Suppose instead that we have a standing shock situated at 
x = x, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2d. Define n * in analogy with Q + except that - 
the interval of integration is restricted to (xs, x2). Then, 
f(4 <f(Q+> <f@). 
The first inequality follows because ue c: P, and the second follows from 
the same argument used to derive (2.16). Since u(ut, u2) = 0, we see that 
f(r+) < f(a-). On the other hand, f(uZ) = f(a-) by construction. The 
contradiction shows that ch’ > 0 implies Case I must hold. 
The remaining case is that ch’ < 0. Here, u(G+ , at_) > 0 and ~(0, s2-) < 
0. Define u* E (0, 9,) such that u(u*, Q-) = 0. Suppose uc > u*. Then, uc 
is close to sonic, a( uc, a-) > 0 and u’(u[, SJ-) < 0 so that by our previous 
analysis a standing shock wave is the stable asymptotic state. On the other 
hand, if u/ < u*, then we must have Case I by the same reasoning. 
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We are now in a position to describe our difference scheme. Suppose that 
a function c(x) is defined for 0 5 x 5 1 and that we have a mesh length Ax 
and mesh points x,, n = 0, . . . , N defined by x, = n Ax (the generalization 
of the scheme to a nonuniform mesh is trivial). A fundamental assumption 
is that Ax is chosen small enough so that c(x) does not change sign 
between mesh points. For simplicity, we assume further that if c(x) = 0 
anywhere in the interior of a zone (i.e., the region between two mesh points) 
then it must be zero for the entire zone. The state variable u is stored as 
follows: for each time step tk = k At and spatial mesh point x, = n Ax, 
define u;, k = U(X, - 0, t,) and u:,~ = U(X, + 0, t,). At the beginning of 
each time step, it is assumed that these values are given and that they satisfy 
the following condition for each n, n = 0,. . . , N - 1: u;,~ is connected to 
u;+ i, k by a steady wave. More precisely, a suitable numerical approxima- 
tion of 
(2.17) 
must be satisfied; (2.17) is the same as (2.8) restricted to a single computa- 
tional zone. Note that u;,~ f u,’ k in general. 
The time step At is chosen so that the standard CFL condition is satisfied 
for all time. An equidistributed sequence { uk }rsEl c (0,l) is assumed to be 
given. Suppose that { u”~ },“=, has been defined; our task is to specify the 
construction of { z4,tk+i jr=,. 
We first define the interior scheme, i.e., construct { z&+i} - { uik+i, 
ui, k + 1 }. For simplicity, we treat only the case ch I 0 (the case ch 2 0 is 
analogous). The first step is to solve the Riemann problems (u;+ u:J, 
n=O , . , . , N; denote the solutions by V&(E), E = x/t (see, &g., [7] for 
details). There are two cases: 
Case 1. 3 < uk -C 1. In each interval (n Ax, (n + 1) Ax), the wave with 
negative speed issuing from ((n + 1) Ax, k At) is sampled; if the wave has 
positive speed, the sample state is u;+ i, k and the scheme is trivial. If the 
wave is either a rarefaction fan or a subsonic shock wave, it propagates 
through the interval and becomes even more subsonic at x = n Ax. If the 
wave is a transonic shock wave, it either propagates through the zone or 
becomes a stable standing shock wave somewhere in the zone. In the latter 
case, it would be only a small numerical error if we let the shock propagate 
to x = n Ax anyway where it would have a small positive speed. Therefore, 
our scheme is defined by 
u- = K+,., (uk - 1)Ax n+l,k+l At 
and u;,k+l = solution of (2.8) with initial data u;+i. k+i (cf. (2.17)). Note 
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that since c(x)h(u) I 0, (2.8) can always be solved in the negative x-direc- 
tion. 
Case 2. 0 < uk < $. In each interval (n Ax, (n + 1) Ax), the wave with 
positive speed issuing from (n Ax, k At) is sampled; if the wave has negative 
speed, the sample state is u,’ k , and the scheme is trivial. Define the sample 
state 
and let Q+ (resp. %) be the supersonic (resp. subsonic) state located 
upstream which can be connected downstream to the sonic state by a steady 
wave across the interval. There are two subcases: 
Case 2.1. U, P (Q- , 8,). The sampled wave propagates forward as in 
Case 1 and we set 
+ 
%.ktl = us 
and solve (2.8) to obtain u,+r, ktl. 
Case 2.2. U, E (a-, Q,). The sampled wave cannot be a supersonic 
shock wave because then u, > u,’ k 2 ti+ and we are in Case 2.1. If the 
wave is a rarefaction fan then 6 I u, < P, and we use the foregoing 
asymptotic analysis about the reflection of a rarefaction wave into a shock 
wave near the sonic state. We set 
+ fl 
- 
%,k+l = -3 %tl,ktl= 0. 
Finally, (u,, u,‘,,,) may be a transonic shock wave with small positive speed. 
By our analysis, we expect such a wave to be stable and slow down as it 
propagates through the zone. We set 
Uf + n.k+l = ‘n,k, U n+l,ktl= %+l, k 
and accept the small numerical error which is thereby introduced. 
The boundary states UO, kt r and u$, k+l are treated as follows: it is 
assumed that boundary data Uin and u,,~ are given and we set 
- 
uO, k+l = Uiny ‘;,k+l = ‘wt. 
Of course, an inflow boundary condition is required only if the inflow is 
supersonic so we require Uin > 0. Similarly, u,,~ < 0. Since the boundary 
values of a computed flowfield are not known a priori, it may become 
inappropriate to specify one or both boundary conditions in a time depen- 
dent calculation. Our numerical treatment of the boundary conditions has 
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the advantage that the boundary data influences the flow at x = 0 (resp. at 
x = NAx) only if ~(0, t) = V&(O) is nonnegative (resp. if u(NAx, t) = 
V,. k (0) is nonpositive). 
3. GAS DYNAMIC NOZZLE FLOWS 
The equations of gas dynamics in a duct of variable area are [4,9]: 
U, + F(U),y = - $g H(U) (3.la) 
where 
where A(x) is the duct cross section and p, U, p, and E denote, respectively, 
the density, velocity, pressure, and total energy per unit mass of the gas. 
This system is a special case of (1.1). The gas is assumed to be polytropic: 
P = (Y - uw (3.2a) 
where 
E = lu2 + e 2 (3.2b) 
e denotes the specific internal energy, and y > 1 is the ratio of specific heats. 
Let 7 = l/p and c = (yp~) 1/2 denote the specific volume and sound speed 
of the gas, respectively. 
We briefly review some of the theory, including the Riemann problem, for 
the strong conservation law part of (3.1), which governs flow in a uniform 
duct: 
U, + F(U), = 0. (3.3) 
The characteristic speeds Ai and characteristic vectors ri, i = 1,2,3, satisfy 
DF(U) . ri = h,r,, i = 1,2,3 (3.4) 
A, = u - c, A, = u, h,=Z.4+c (3.5) 
rl = (1, X,, E + PT - UC)’ (3.6a) 
r3 = (1, X,, E + pi + UC)’ (3.6b) 
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and r2 is characterized by 
r,~Vu=r,~Vp=O 
where the gradient operator is taken with respect to U. The shock and 
rarefaction curves through an arbitrary state U, are 
S,(Q) = {U: F(U) - F(Q) = a(U - U,) for some scalar u 
between Xi(U) and Xi(&), and p 2 po} (3.7) 
R,(U,) = {U: U lies on the integral curve of the vector fields 
r, . v through U,, and p 5 p,, } (3.8) 
for i = 1,3. Now define 
4Jd = wll) ” WJO) (3.9a) 
P&Jo) = wJcl) ” wJll)* (3.9b) 
It follows that (Y and /3 are C” curves everywhere xcept at U,, where they 
are C2 (see [4] for a proof). Let (U, V) denote a nonlinear elementary wave 
(i.e., a shock wave or rarefaction wave) with U on the left and V on the 
right. Then, the curve @I,) may be interpreted as the set of states U such 
that (U,,U) is a nonlinear elementary wave; similarly, &II,) is the set of 
states such that (U,U,,) is a nonlinear elementary wave. Thus, the solution 
of the Riemann problem [U,, UJ consists mainly of determining the unique 
(after projection onto the p - u plane) point U* = (p*, u*, -) E ‘11(tJ() n
R(U). This procedure does not determine p* which, indeed, can jump 
across a contact discontinuity (i.e., a 2-wave); however, p * e and p * ~ as well 
as the wave speeds associated with each elementary wave in the solution can 
easily be determined from U,, (u*, p *), U,. The solution can then be repre- 
sented in physical space. A compact notation for the solution of the 
Riemann problem [U,,U,] with the initial discontinuity situated at x = 0, 
t=Ois 
U(x, 0 = w; UJJ,) (3.10) 
where 5 = x/t is the similarity variable for the problem. For further details 
on the Riemann problem for (3.3), see [4]. 
We now turn to the steady state equations 
F(U), = - $#I(U) 
which is equivalent to 
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We will use the notation U(X; xO,U,,) to denote the solution of (3.11) with 
initial data U(x,) = U, evaluated at the station x along the duct. We 
remark (and see the formulae below) that if A(x) is monotone between xi 
and x2, A, = A(x,) and A, = -4(x2), and if the solution to (3.11) exists over 
this interval, then we may unambiguously write 
u, = U(A,; A&J,) = u(x,; x,$1). 
In case we use this notation ambiguously, the appropriate solution branch 
will be specified. 
Henceforth, we will assume that the flow has positive speed, i.e., 
u = u(U) > 0 for all U. 
Define 
PO = {u: h,(U) = O}, 
the set of sonic states. A calculation shows that OX, * ri < 0 and it then 
follows from (3.11b) that if U is close enough to Q2, then dh,/dx has the 
same sign as A’(x) . hi. Thus, for instance, in a diverging duct (A’(x) > 0), 
the downstream state of a smooth steady flow is further away from the sonic 
set Cl0 than any associated upstream state. The situation is illustrated 
schematically in Fig. 3.1. 
The ordinary differential equations (3.11) have two obvious integrals, pwi 
and (pEu + pu)A. It is well known, and follows from (3.11), that a steady 
flow is isentropic, i.e., pp- Y is also an integral for the flow. A convenient 
combination of these integrals is the total enthalpy per unit mass h(U) 
= fu’ + (l/(y - 1)) c2. Our study of steady waves is simplified consider- 
ably by the existence of these integrals ([9] contains a related treatment). 
Suppose that U = U(A; A,, U,,) and U, E S$. Then 
I 
Pd = P&.d, 
PP -Y = pop;v 
-u2 1 1 + 
--.-.--2 
1 = 
2 u-1 -u2 O 2 
+ 1 2 
-c O* y-l 
Since U, is sonic, u. = co and it follows from (3.12) that 
(2-)‘= [&(l + +42)]-1 
(3.12) 
where M = u/c is the Mach number. After a little algebra, we obtain the 
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taI DIVERGING DUCT, A’ lx1 > 0 
lbl CONVERGING DUCT, A’ (x) < 0 
FIG. 3.1. Steady flow in the vicinity of the sonic set, Q,. The arrowhead points downstream, 
i.e., in the Row direction. 
result 
( ;)2 = -$[ --&(l + +4yy+1)‘~y-1~. (3.13) 
We now calculate U, = U(A,; A,,U,). Denote M, = ui/ci, i = 1,2, and 
set 
a = plp7 
Let (U,, A,) be the (unique) sonic state connected to (U,, A,) (and, there- 
fore, to (U,, A,)) by steady, isentropic flow. Thus, (3.13) holds with A, M 
replaced by Ai, M,, i = 1,2. The result is 
($)‘= ( !!2)2 .il ; Y; lMqo(+l)‘(~-l~.(l + Y; lMz)-(y+l)‘(y-l 
(3.13)’ 
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which is an algebraic relation for M2 in terms of known quantities. With M2 
known, we apply (3.14) to obtain: 
(3.15a) 
(3.15d) 
The system (3.11) is singular on the surface a,. Hence, it may or may not 
be the case that a given state (U,, A,) can be connected by a solution of 
(3.11) to a station A,. Let (II,,, A,) be the sonic point connected to (Vi, A,). 
It follows from (3.13) that A, > A,. Suppose that A, > A,. Then, by (3.13), 
there exists an M2, and by (3.15), a U, which connects to the same sonic 
point. This implies that (3.13)’ holds, taking care to select the subsonic or 
supersonic branch of (3.13) for M2, depending on whether Ui is subsonic or 
supersonic. Next, suppose that A, < A,. Let Ah = duct width at the sonic 
state associated with (II,, AZ), whatever U, might be. By (3.13), A; < A2 
which implies that A,, # A& Since the sonic state of a steady isentropic flow 
is unique, (Vi, A,) cannot be connected to A, by steady .flow. We conclude 
that U, exists if and only if A, > A,. 
For n 2 1, define Q+(n) (resp. sl-( 9)) to be the set of states which are 
supersonic (resp. subsonic) and which satisfy A/A,, = q. By (3.13), this 
definition is equivalent to an equation for the Mach number, which means 
that Q +(n) are two-dimensional surfaces for fixed 11. Using (3.13), one sees, - 
FIG. 3.2. The manifolds Q+ and Pm consist of points which can be connected by a steady 
wave exactly to the sonic set, a,. 
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for example, that o E Q+(T)) and w. = U(A,; VA,, w) implies that w. E Q,. 
In other words, Q ,(q) are those states which can be exactly connected to 
some sonic state by steady flow, given that the end points of the integration 
satisfy A/A, = 7. The situation is diagrammed in Fig. 3.2. When we say 
that a state is between K and Q+, we are referring to this figure; the 
horizontal line segments to the left of St, (subsonic flow) and to the right of 
PO (supersonic flow) in the figure represent he choice of a particular steady 
flow. 
Finally, we construct a few numerical algorithms. First, consider the 
problem of determining U, E at, such that U E S,(U,), where U is given. 
From the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (see [4]), we obtain 
Pobo - u) = p(u - u) (3.16a) 
Pobo - 4’ + PO = Pb - 4’ + P (3.16b) 
po = p( (1 + $)( y)’ - /t*) = a(u) (3.16~) 
u. = co = (ypoTo)1’2 (3.16d) 
where u is the shock speed and p2 = (y - l)/(y + 1). After some algebra, 
the result is 
fl(PO> 4 = Po((Ya(o)~o)1’2 - 0) - P(U - 4 = 0 
fib03 4 = Po(tY4Jbo)“2 - u) + a(u) - p(u - u)’ -p = 0 
(3.17) 
which can be solved numerically to obtain ( po, a), which is enough informa- 
tion to get U, explicitly. 
Another useful construction is the determination of U. E Q. n R,(U), 




Twp1/2Y( p&7-‘)/2u - p(Y-lv2Y) (3*1ga) 
240 = co = (ypoTo)1’2 (3.18b) 
PO&7 = PFY* (3.18c) 
This system can easily be reduced to a single algebraic relation for p,, from 
which U, is determined algebraically. 
Consider the problem of determining U = S,(U,) n ii?-( A2/A1), where 
A, > A,. Thus, U = U(A,) will be viewed as being connected to a sonic 
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state located at A, by a steady wave. Once again, the Rankine-Hugoniot 
equations lead to a system of equations similar to (3.16) except that (3.16d) 
is replaced by 
u = pc = p(yp+‘* (3.19a) 
where /3, 0 -C p < 1 is a new variable. The system is closed by applying 
(3.13) in the form 
1 + 5Lp-2)](Y+1)'(Y-l) (3.19b) 
This equation may be solved for /3 by an a priori iteration and a two-equa- 
tion system analogous to (3.17) is the result. However, in some cases it may 
be more efficient to avoid the coupled system (3.17). A slower, but more 
robust, iteration is the bisection method (based on either pressure or particle 
velocity) for the jump conditions (3.16a)-(3.16c) with the objective of 
approaching Q-, i.e., converging to u = PC. Details are omitted. 
These constructions are needed in Section 5 in order to define our 
numerical scheme. 
4. NONLINEAR STABILITY AND INSTABILITY 
Our purpose here is to study the large-time behavior of nozzle flows. A 
general flow tends toward a wave pattern which is noninteracting. The 
construction of such wave patterns allow us to resolve the interaction of 
elementary waves near the sonic set Q2,; this is required in the construction 
of the numerical scheme in the next section. The dependence of a wave 
pattern on the boundary data is a reflection of the nonlinear stability 
properties of the flow and is used in the last section to explain the numerical 
results. 
A noninteracting wave pattern consists of a collection of elementary 
waves which are moving further apart in the direction of increasing time. 
Elementary waves for (3.3) consist of shock waves, rarefaction waves, and 
contact discontinuities. Elementary waves for (3.1) include steady waves 
(i.e., solutions of (3.11)) as well. The following propositions are motivated 
by [ll]. The first three propositions concern the relation between an 
asymptotic state and its boundary values. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that the duct is uniform except for x E (0, l), 
where it is diverging, A’(x) > 0, and that ajixed supersonic state U, on the left 
is related to a state U,,, on the right by steady waves for x E (0,l) and a 
standing l-shock wave at x = x,,, 0 I x0 I 1. Then there are no other 
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asymptotic states consisting only of steady waves and l-waves which connect U, 
and a downstream state with the given density pout E p(U,,,). 
ProoJ: Consider wave patterns which consist of steady waves and a 
standing l-shock wave at x, 0 I x I 1, and which connect U, on the left 
and U,(x) on the right. As a~first step we show: 
Claim. p,(x) is a strictly decreasing function of x, 0 I x 5 1. 
Let (U_(x), U+(x)) represent he standing l-shock wave situated at x. 
Fix two points x1, xz 0 I x1 I x2 5 1 and set U, = U&(x,), vi = 
U,(x,), U, = U+(x,), U, = U,(q). It suffices to show that p,(xt) > &(x2). 
Define 
u(x) = u(x; 1, q) = U(x; x1, u,) 
D(x) = u(x; 1, GJ = u(x; x2,0+) 
E(x) = U(x; x1, UJ = u(x; x2, u-). 
Since a(U-, U,> = a(U-, 5,) = 0, we have 
- - - - 
P-U- = P+U+ 3 p-u- = P+U+ 
p-u: + p- = p+u: + p+, - -2 - -2 p-u- + p- = p+u+ + p+ 
p-E-u- + p-u- = p+E+u+ + p+u+, 
p-E-u_ + j-c = p+E+u+ + p+u+ . (4.1) 
Integrating (3.11) yields 
A(x,)p-u- = A(x,)p-E- 
A(x,)(pd + p-) = A(x,)(p-uZ- + j2-) - /“‘A’(y)y(y) dy 
x1 
A(x,)(p_Ek4- + p-u-) = A(x,)@E-E- + p-E-) (4.2) 
and 
4dP+u+= 4x)(Pu)(x) 
A(x,)(P +u:+ P+) = A@)( pu2 + p)(x) - /k y)p( y) dy 
II 
Abd~+E+u++ P+u+) = A(x)(pEu + PU)(& X,<Xll 
(4.3) 
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and 
N%)P+~+ = 4mw4 
Nx,)(P+e + P+> = 4x)(w2 + F)(x) - J%Y)P(Y) 4 
x2 
A(X2)(P+E+Z+  p+u+) = A(x)(pEu -k pi)(x), X*IXIl. 
(4.4) 
It follows from the first and third identities in (4.1)-(4.4) that 
(PU)(X> = m)(x) 
(pEu +pu)(x) = (p&i +p)(x), x2 IX Il. (4.5) 
Setting x = x2. and using the second equality in (4.1)-(4.3) yields 
CPU2 +P)(Xz) = (pa’ + F)b,> + -$-pYM(v) -P(Y)) 4. x1 
(4.6) 
For ]xi - x2( small, U(y) and c(y), xi 5 y I x2, are almost related by 
the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. Since U(y) is subsonic and ??(<v) is 
supersonic, it follows that u(y) <p(y) for y E [xi, x2] and so for a 
diverging duct, A’(y) > 0, (4.6) implies that 
CPU2 + P)(X2) ’ (m” + F)b,>. P-7) 
We now show that 
P(X) ’ is(X)> X,IX<l w-9 
from which the claim follows since p,(xi) = p(1) L p(1) = p&(x2). To prove 
(4.8), consider the curve C = { pu = const} n { pEu + pu = const}; if the 
constants are chosen appropriately, it follows from (4.5) that U(x,) and 
0(x*) are connected by this curve. By calculating the tangent T, = v(pu) 
X V(pEu + pu), it can be shown by direct calculations that C can be 
directed in such a way that both p and pu* + p are strictly increasing along 
the subsonic branch of C (see [ll]). Since both U(x) and I!?(X), x2 I x 5 1, 
are subsonic, it follows from (4.7) that p(x2) > p(x2). Suppose that (4.8) is 
violated; then p(x) = p(x) for some x between x2 and 1 and so from (4.5) 
we have U(x) = a(x). This contradicts the uniqueness of the solution of 
the ordinary differential equations (3.11) because we have just shown that 
p(x2) # p(xz). This completes the proof of the claim. 
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Returning to the proof of the proposition, it follows directly from the 
claim that U, cannot be connected to a downstream state with the given 
density pout by steady waves and a standing l-shock wave not located at 
x = x0. Since U, is supersonic, the only possible wave in an asymptotic state 
to the left of steady waves is a l-shock wave with negative speed, and in this 
case the only other wave is a subsonic steady wave (a 1-rarefaction wave 
must interact with the downstream flow). By the claim, p,(O) > pout. Taking 
the speed of the l-shock to be negative instead of zero increases the 
postshock density, which implies that the outflow density is increased as 
well, hence is greater than p,(O) > p,,,. Therefore, no asymptotic state with 
upstream state U, and containing a l-shock wave with negative speed can 
have pout for its downstream density. The only remaining possibilities are 
steady waves followed by downstream l-waves moving with positive speed. 
The case of a 1-rarefaction wave can be eliminated immediately. Let 
p = postshock density for a downstream l-shock wave. Then, p < p,(l) c 
P out, by the claim. This proves the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose that the duct is uniform except for x E (0, l), 
where it is converging, A’(x) -C 0, and that a fixed upstream supersonic state 
U, is connected to a subsonic downstream state &,, by steady waves and a 
standing l-shock wave at x,,, 0 < x0 < 1. Then, there are exactly three 
asymptotic states consisting only of steady waves and l-waves which connect 
the given upstream state U, and a downstream state with the given density 
P out = P WO”,). 
Proof Analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.1. Besides the state 
described in the proposition, the other two asymptotic states which satisfy 
the given boundary conditions are (a) a l-shock wave with negative speed 
and a subsonic steady wave, and (b) a supersonic steady wave followed by a 
l-shock wave with positive speed. 
The following proposition on the converging-diverging nozzle is a conse- 
quence of the reasoning for the above two propositions; its proof is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose that the duct is uniform except for 1x1 < 1, 
and that it is converging for x E (- LO) and diverging for x E (0,l). Assume 
that a supersonic upstream state U, is connected to a downstream state U,,, by 
steady waves and a standing l-shock wave at x = x,, 0 < x, < 1. Then, there 
may exist an asymptotic state consisting of a l-shock wave with negative speed 
and a subsonic steady wave, which has the given upstream state U, and 
downstream density pout. An asymptotic state with these boundary conditions 
and consisting of steady waves and a standing l-shock wave located at a point 
xi E (- 1,0) may also exist. Figure 4.1 illustrates the case in which three 
asymptotic wave patterns satisfy the boundary conditions. 
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p, 
Pout _-- ----- ------- &---- 
FIG. 4.1. Plot of downstream density, p,, versus a parameter, 5. representing the position of 
a standing shock wave or the speed of a moving shock wave in an asymptotic state along a 
converging-diverging nozzle with a fixed supersonic upstream state. 
The following three propositions study asymptotic states containing 2- 
waves and 3-waves in addition to l-waves and steady waves. They are used 
in an essential way in the construction of our numerical scheme for 
problems in which nonlinear resonance takes place. We refer to [ll] for a 
complete asymptotic analysis. It is assumed throughout that lx1 - xz( is as 
small as the proofs require, where (x,, x2) is the nonuniform portion of the 
duct. The first proposition studies the reflection of a subsonic rarefaction 
wave into a supersonic compression wave when it reaches the sonic state. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose that a duct is diverging for x E (x1, x2) and is 
uniform elsewhere. Suppose also that the upstream state U, is connected to the 
downstream state U, by an interacting wave pattern consisting of a subsonic 
steady waue (U,, U,) and a subsonic l-rarefaction waue (U,, U,), and that U, 
lies between 52, and 9- = K( A( X,)/A( X,)). Then, the asymptotic state 
connecting U, and U, must be one of the following: 
(i) A subsonic rarefaction wave (U,, U,) with U, E Go followed by a 
supersonic steady wave. This steady wave may extend all the way to x2 
where it is followed by elementary waves for (3.3) with positive speed 
connecting to U,, or, a steady shock wave may form which is followed by a 
subsonic steady wave and 2- and 3-waves. 
(ii) A subsonic rarefaction wave or a weak l-shock wave with negative 
speed connects (U,,U,) with U, subsonic, and a subsonic steady wave 
(U,, Vi) extends all the way to x2, where 2- and 3-waves with positive speed 
connect U, and U,. 
Furthermore, (ii) can only occur if U, lies within a O(l)cuc-neighborhood 
of Q-, where a = II&, - U,ll, f = I+ - +I . max,,c,,,.~z,lA’(x)/A(x)l. 
The various cases are illustrated in Fig. 4.2. 
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ProojI Suppose that the steady wave portion of the asymptotic solution 
is not entirely subsonic. Referring to Fig. 4.2(b), (c), the state U,, cannot be 
subsonic (if it were, the entire steady wave would be subsonic since the only 
other possibility, a standing shock wave, is excluded by the entropy condi- 
tion, which implies that (U,,U,) is a rarefaction wave by the entropy 
condition. On the other hand, U, cannot be supersonic because (U,, U,) is a 
rarefaction wave on the left of an asymptotic solution. We conclude that 
U, f L+,. It is then clear that the only possibilities for an asymptotic 
solution are those enumerated in (i) above. A steady shock arises if the 
solution to the Riemann problem (U, , U,) contains a l-shock wave with 
negative speed, where U, E a+ and (U,,U+) is the steady wave; in this 
case, the l-shock wave propagates upstream and becomes steady in the 
asymptotic state. 
Now assume that the steady wave is subsonic. In an asymptotic solution 
(see Fig. 4.2(d)), the Riemann problem (U,,U,) cannot contain a l-wave 
because U, is subsonic and the entropy condition precludes a shock moving 
to the right. Thus, it is clear that an asymptotic solution satisfies (ii); it 
remains to show that IlU, - Q2_ )I = O(1) (YC. First observe that the l-wave 
(Um,U,) and (I-J,, U,) each differ from the l-wave in the solution to the 
Riemann problem (U,,U,) by an error due to the presence of steady waves. 
Thus, the strengths of these waves are equal up to O(1) 1 xi - x1 I’/* at worst. 
Now, assume that (U,,U,) is a rarefaction wave and consider Fig. 4.3(a), 
which indicates the relationship between the various waves in the problem. 
If the steady wave (U,,U,) is far from sonic and c is small enough, we 
invoke the continuous dependence of the solution upon the initial data for 
the system (3.11) applied to the steady waves (U,,U,) and (U,,U,) to 
conclude that l{Wi - Ri(U,)ll = O(1) (YC. On the other hand, if (U,,U,) is 
la) 
LCb idl 
FIG. 4.2. (a) Initial conditions for Proposition 4.4; (b),(c) represent Proposition 4.4, case 
(i); (d) represents Proposition 4.4, case (ii). 
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(b). 
FIG. 4.3. (a) The wave pattern arising in the asymptotic state in Proposition 4.4 when 
(Q,U,) is subsonic and (U,,U,) is far from sonic; (b) the transversal intersection of W2,j(U,) 
and R 1 (U,). 
close to sonic then this wave may have strength e112. However, it follows 
directly from (3.11) that this steady wave would then bifurcate only slightly 
from R,(U,), if E is small. This implies that the rarefaction curve (U,, U,) 
remains close to R,(U), using O.D.E. theory again and the assumption that 
U, is near sonic, which means that (U,, U,) is weak. Thus, (U,, U,) is near 
sonic and very close to (U,, U,), which implies that J/U, - Rr(U,)ll = Q(l)crc. 
Let W,. 1 (U,) = two-dimensional manifold of states which may be connected 
on the left to I-J, by 2- and 3-waves. Clearly, the intersection R,(U) n 
W, 3(Ua) is transversal; this implies the result (see Fig. 4.3(b)). 
Finally, suppose that (U,, U,) is a subsonic l-shock wave. We will show 
that this must be a weak wave which finishes the proof because S,(U,) and 
R,(U) have second-order contact at U,. Suppose that the solution of the 
Riemann problem (U,, I-J,) contains a l-wave (U,, UJ. Note that the steady 
waves (U,, U,) and (U,,U,) are weak, i.e., their strengths are O(1) 
lx1 - x2y, at worst. Thus, comparing the Riemann problem (U,, U,) and 
the asymptotic wave pattern, we conclude that U, is close to U,, which 
implies that either (U,, 4) is a l-shock wave or is weak. Similarly, compar- 
ing the initial wave pattern and the Riemann problem (U,, U,), it follows 
that either (U,, 4) is a 1-rarefaction wave or is weak. Thus, (U,, 4) must 
be weak, which implies that (U,, U,) is weak. 
The following two propositions study the interaction of elementary waves 
for (3.3) and a steady wave near a,, for a converging duct. 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose that a duct is converging for x E (x1, x2) and 
is uniform elsewhere. Let an asymptotic state consisting only of l-waves and a 
steady wave connect an upstream state U, E (St-, P,) to a downstream state 
Vi. Then, with 0, = Q,(A(x,)/A(x,)), 
(i) ifhi 2 0, then U, IS connected to U, = Q2_ fl S,(U) by a l-shock 
wave (U,, U2) with negative speed, U, is connected to a unique state U, E QO 
by a subsonic steady wave, and U, is connected to U, by a supersonic 
1-rarefaction wave; 
(ii) if X,(U,) < 0, then U, IS connected to a subsonic state U, which lies to 
the left of Q- by a l-shock wave (U,,U,) with negative speed, and a subsonic 
steady wave (U,, Ui) completes the description. 
The two cases are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. 
Proof. A perturbation argument shows that an asymptotic state cannot 
contain a standing l-shock wave in a contracting duct if U, E (P- , &I+); see 
[ll]. Since U, lies between 9- and P + it cannot be followed by a steady 
wave; a 1-rarefaction wave (U,,U) is excluded for the same reason because 
U also must be between Q- and P, . Therefore, U, must be followed by a 
l-shock wave (U,,U,) with negative speed. This implies that U, and the 
steady wave (U,, Ua) that follows are both subsonic. In case (i), the only way 
that (U,, Ui) can be a l-wave with positive speed is to have U, E 52, and 
(U,, U,) a supersonic 1-rarefaction wave. In case (ii), even this possibility is 
excluded, so U, must be part of the steady wave. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose that a duct is uniform except for x E (x1, x2), 
where it is converging. Let U, be an upstream state between Q- and P, which 
(a). 
(b). 
FIG. 4.4. (a) Proposition 4.5, case (i); (b) case (ii). 
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is connected to a state U, by elementary waves for (3.3) with positive speed, 
and suppose that U, is connected to a downstream state U, by a steady wave in 
(x1, x2). Then, there exists a unique asymptotic state with the given upstream 
Atate US and downstream state U,. Moreover, the state U, which separates the 
l-waves and a steady wave from the 2-wave and 3-wave in the asymptotic state 
can be approximated as follows: Let (US, U,,) be the l-wave in the solution of 
the Riemann problem (U,, U,) for (3.3); then 
IV” - U,l = S(l)lXl - x213’2. (4.9) 
The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. 
Proof: The l-wave (U,,U,) in the solution of the Riemann problem 
(U,,U,) has positive speed by assumption. Set at, = Q,(A(x,)/A(x,)). 
Since US lies between K and 3, , it follows that if (U,, U,) is a l-shock 
wave then US is supersonic, X,(U,) < X,(U,), and U, cannot be too subsonic 
because the shock speed is positive; hence, (US, U,) is a rarefaction wave or 
if it is a shock wave, [U, - U,I = O(dist.{Q+, K}) = O(l)lx, - ~~1~‘~. 
Let (US, U,,) be the l-wave in the solution of the Riemann problem (US, U,). 
The Riemann problems (U,, U,) and (US, U,) differ by a steady wave which 
is O( Ix1 - x21) and this is assumed to be small. This implies that the 
strength of their respective l-waves are of the same order. Consequently, 
(U,,U,) is either a 1-rarefaction wave or a l-shock wave of strength 
(a). 
(b). 
FIG. 4.5, (a) Initial conditions for Proposition 4.6. The l-wave and 3-wave may be any 
combination of shock waves and rarefaction waves satisfying the hypotheses: (b) the asymp- 
totic wave pattern for the case h,(Q) > 0. 
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W)l-% - x~(~/~. In either case, U, E R,(U) + 0(1)(x, - x213/z, using the 
second-order contact of R,(U) and S,(U). 
Construct a state Ui such that pr = p, and US is connected to the 
downstream state Ur by an asymptotic state consisting of l-waves and a 
steady wave; it follows from the construction of Proposition 4.5 that U, 
exists and is unique. The l-shock wave in such an asymptotic state can differ 
from the l-wave (U,,U,) by no more than the error introduced by the 
steady wave. If (US,&) is a rarefaction wave, then it is clear that this 
l-shock wave must be weak; if (I&U,) is a l-shock wave then the previ- 
ously derived O(l)]x, - x2] ‘I2 bound on its strength can be applied to the 
asymptotic l-shock wave. Also, the steady wave lies in a cO(l)]x, - x2] V2- 
nbhd. of !&, (in case (ii) of Proposition 4.5 this can be improved to 
W)lx, - x2 ] ). Such a steady wave lies along the rarefaction curve from the 
postshock state with an error O(l)]x, - x21312, see (3.11). This fact, the 
previous estimate U,, E R,(U) + O(l)]xr - x21312, and jJ = p,, imply that 
ItJ, - U,( = O(l)]+ - xJ3’2. (4.10) 
It follows that the Riemann problem (Ur,U,) can have a l-wave with 
strength at most (Y T O(l)]x, - x2] 3/2. Note that if (Y = 0, then Ur = U,; 
and so in general ]U, - U, ( = O(a) because Ix1 - x2] is assumed small. 
This, along with (4.10), yields (4.9). 
5. NUMERICAL SCHEME 
A random choice scheme for gas dynamic nozzle flows was constructed in 
[lo]. The analytical results of the preceding section are used here to 
generalize this scheme so as to allow problems which exhibit nonlinear 
resonance (i.e., transonic shock waves). More precisely, Propositions 4.4 and 
4.6 motivate the technique of reflecting a rarefaction wave into a compres- 
sion wave as it reaches the sonic state. 
Choose an equidistributed sequence { ak }r=i C (0,l) (we used the 
van der Corput sequence; see [2] for its desirable properties). The space and 
time mesh lengths Ax and At are chosen to satisfy the CFL condition as well 
as the criterion that if A’(x) = 0 anywhere in a zone {x: (n - 1) Ax < x < 
n Ax} then it must be zero throughout that zone. At each time level 
t = k At the approximate solution is piecewise steady in x; hence, we need 
only specify U”:k = U(n Ax + 0, k At) for each mesh point x = n Ax since 
the solution in the remainder of the zone is known implicitly using (3.11). 
Let N + 1 = number of mesh points (i.e., there are N zones); if 0 < n < N 
then n Ax is an interior point and 0, NAx are boundary points. First, the 
scheme is defined at the interior states U,,‘k, n = 1,. . . , N - 1, Uojk, UC k. 
The boundary states Uck, U$ k will be treated later. 
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We first approximate the initial data by piecewise steady waves. For 
A(n Ax) > A((n + 1) Ax) (resp. A(n Ax) -G A((n + 1) Ax)) set 
U,-,l,O = U((n + 1) Ax - 0,O) (resp. UC0 = U(n Ax + 0,O)) 
(54 
for n = 0 , . . . ,N - 1. Then solve (3.11) to obtain 
U + n,O = U(n Ax; (n + 1) Ax,U,-,,,,) 
(resp. Un;,,, = U((n + 1) Ax; n Ax,Uz,)). (5.2) 
This can always be done; see Fig. 3.3. 
Suppose that {U,,:k },“=, have been defined for some fixed k. The specifi- 
cation of {Un~,+,},"I, serves to define the scheme. The first step is to solve 
the Riemann problems (Unyk, U,,Tk), n = 0,. . . , N; denote the solutions by 
Vn,k(c), 5 = x/t; see, e.g., [l] for details. For each fixed n, 0 5 n I N, 
exactly one of the following cases may be invoked to define a piecewise 
steady solution in the n th zone at the (k + 1) At time level. Define 
fi?*= a,(a), where a = A(nAx)/A((n + 1)Ax) (resp. a = A((n + 1) 
Ax)/A(n Ax)) for a converging (resp. diverging) duct zone. 
Case 1. The duct zone is diverging. 
Case 1.1. 0 < ak -c 4. Set 
U+ n,ktl 
Ktl,ktl = U((n + 1) Ax; n Ax,U,il,+,). 
This can always be done since we are in a diverging zone. 
Case 1.2. 3 -c ak < 1. Define 





Case 1.2.1. Us lies outside G+(a) and K(a). Then set 
unk k+l = us (5Sa) 
U+ n.ktl = u(" Ax; (n + 1) AX,u,-,,,ktl) (5.5b) 
in analogy to Case 1.1. 
Case 1.2.2. Us lies between !J _ (a) and D+(a). The above procedure 
cannot be used because (3.11) becomes ingular if one attempts to integrate 
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upstream from x = (n + 1) Ax with initial data U,. This case arises when 
the sample point U, lies just in or behind a subsonic, but nearly transonic, 
1-rarefaction wave in the Riemann problem solution V,, 1, k. Our method is 
to resolve the given wave interactions, obtain the asymptotic state which 
would result if the duct zone had infinite uniform extensions attached to 
each end, and assign the steady wave in the asymptotic state to the new time 
level. Proposition 4.4 shows that unless U, is near 9-(a), the 1-rarefaction 
wave is reflected as a supersonic shock wave. That Proposition also yields 
quantitative estimates about the outcoming shock wave which allow us to 
set 
untIk+l = WJ,:,) n Qo (5.6a) 
u”~l,k+l = U((n + 1) Ax; n Ax,&+~+~) n a+(a). (5.6b) 
In practice, the Mach number of U&+l is adjusted to be 1 + 6,O < 6 -=K 1 
so that the integration to obtain Un-+l,k+l is unambiguous. The calculation 
of u,: k + 1 from un: k follows equations (3.18). If U, is close to Q-(a), it is 
possible that the 1-rarefaction wave may propagate through {x: n Ax < x 
< (n + 1) Ax} without reflecting back as a shock wave. However, this wave 
would then become much closer to sonic as it crosses x = n Ax and would 
be reflected as a shock wave as it propagates through {x: (n - 1) Ax < x < 
n Ax}. Thus, the numerical error associated with using (5.6) even for this 
case-which amounts to accelerating the reflection process by about one 
mesh point-is small and local. We remark that in Case 1.2.1, it is possible 
that the reflection process is decelerated by about one mesh point. 
Case 2. The duct zone is converging 
Case 2.1. ) < ak -c 1. Set 
u,,l, k+l = vn+l, k 
(1 - ak) Ax 
At (5.7a) 
U+ n, k+l = U(n Ax; (n + 1) Ax,&+,,,+,). (5.7b) 
Since we are in a converging section, this is well defined. 
Case 2.2. 0 -c ak < f. Define 
(5.8a) 
(5.8b) u, = %,,k* 
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Case 2.2.1. U, does not lie between L?-(a) and Q+(a). Then set 
U+ n.k+l = us (5.9a) 
un;l, k+l = u((n + 1) Ax; n AX,&+,+,). (5.9b) 
Case 2.2.2. U, lies between P_(a) and fi + (a). We use Propositions 
4.5 and 4.6 in order to approximate the asymptotic state with U, upstream 
and U, downstream; by assumption, we cannot integrate downstream from 
x = n Ax with initial data U,. First, find U, = the state which separates the 
l-wave from the 2- and 3-waves in the solution of the Riemann problem 
(U,, U,). To use Propositions 4.5 and 4.6, we must distinguish two cases: 
(i) X,(U,) 2 0. Set 
U ;k+l = s,(“,) n fi-(a) 
%l,k+l = u((n + 1) Ax; n .!iX,unTk+l). (5.10a) 
This is the steady wave from Proposition 4.5, case (i). The calculation of 
U+ “,kfl from U, follows (3.17), (3.19). 
(ii) h,(U,) < 0. Set 
un-+l, k+l = un (5.11a) 
U+ n. kil = U(n Ax; (n + 1) hX,u,-,,,,+,). (5.11b) 
This is the steady wave from Proposition 4.5, case (ii), modulo an 
O(Ax3/‘)-error as was proved in Proposition 4.6. 
This completes the construction of the scheme for the interior. We now 
turn to the boundary states I&;,+, and Ugk+r, k = -l,O,l,... . We will 
consider the situation in which a supersonic state Ui, is specified at the 
upstream boundary and an exit density pour (equivalently, an exit pressure 
p,,,) is specified at the downstream boundary. For the scheme, we use 
inflow boundary conditions on the left: 
U[k+l = ‘in* (5.12) 
We would like the downstream boundary condition to satisfy the following 
two conditions: (1) if X1(VN,k+l (5 = 0, t)) > 0, then the boundary condi- 
tion should be equivalent to outflow (i.e., UC, k+l = Ui, k+r); (2) if 
Al(VN, k+l (5 = 0, t)) I 0 then only the exit density should be specified. For 
this reason, we propose the following scheme: 
U+ N,k+l = a@-?i,k+l) n{“: P = &d- (5.13) 
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In (5.13) a(U) is defined by (3.9). 
6. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Before describing our results in detajl, we make a few general remarks 
applicable to all of them. We first consider spatial accuracy of steady 
solutions. A standing shock wave which is not located precisely at a mesh 
point must suffer an @(Ax)-error. Furthermore, the sampling scheme will 
force the numerical shock location to flip from one side of the analytic 
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FIG. 6.1. Duct shapes: (a) diverging nozzle. from [14] and (b) converging-diverging nozzle, 
A,, = 1.3; (c) converging-diverging nozzle, A,, = 1.7 and (d) converging- diverging nozzle, 
A,, = 3.159. 
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travel between the shock and any subsonic boundary. Of course, this 
problem could be reduced to any desired degree by implementing a local 
mesh refinement scheme in the neighborhood of a shock. Steady flow 
profiles are obtained exactly by the scheme; indeed, UnTk = Untk in smooth 
flow except for very small numerical tolerances. For this reason, we only 
graph UnTk in the figures for this section. 
Our method solves the time dependent equations and, for arbitrary initial 
data, the flowfield tends toward one of the possible stable steady states in 
the time asymptotic limit. We expect that our method is as time accurate as 
the usual random choice method, see [l]. However, it is difficult to assess 
this in practice because the analytic solution to the time dependent problem 
is expected to contain several transient waves requiring a large number of 
-2.51 
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time steps to dampen, and numerical errors would be expected to appear in 
the same way. The exact number of time steps required for convergence is, 
of course, a function of the problem and the initial guess. This number 
varied from a few hundred to a few thousand for the calculations presented 
here. 
The numerical implementation of (5.10a) requires some comment. In 
constructing the scheme, it was always assumed that the mesh was so fine 
that there would be no distinction between the analytic criterion of being 
close to sonic and the corresponding numerical criterion. This is not entirely 
the case for (5.10a). In particular, it can happen that the particle velocity of 
S,(U,) n Q- is negative on a coarse mesh. Also, negative particle velocities 
may arise from the solution of Riemann problems whose data has positive 
particle velocities. Although it is likely that our scheme can be extended to 
situations in which the flowfield contains both positive and negative veloci- 
ties, and that such an extension would eliminate this problem, we have not 
done so here. This constraint on the possible applications of the scheme has 
not played a role in our calculations. 
Numerical calculations have been performed for the four duct shapes 
depicted in Fig. 6.1 and a converging duct. Except as noted, linear profiles 
have been used for initial conditions. Forty-one mesh points were used in 
the calculations discussed here. 
The first case, Fig. 6.1(a), is taken from [14] along with the specified 
supersonic inflow and subsonic outflow conditions (Ain, Pin, ei,, Uin) = 
(1.05,0.502,1.897,1.299) and (Aout, p,,,) = (1.745,0.776). These boundary 
conditions lead to a unique asymptotic state, see Proposition 4.1, in which 
supersonic and subsonic steady waves are separated by a standing shock 
FIG. 6.2. Density vs. position for the expanding duct, 6.1(a). The exact solution, the initial 
guess, and the numerical solution at later times are plotted. 
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wave. The solution at several different times is shown in Fig. 6.2 in order to 
illustrate transient behavior. This problem requires about 500 time steps to 
converge. The O(Ax)-error in the shock location and the downstream 
steady flow can be clearly seen. 
The duct for the second case, the converging duct, is the mirror image of 
that for the first case. Supersonic inflow and subsonic outflow conditions 
were specified. Proposition 4.2 predicts that there are two stable asymptotic 
states for this problem; a l-shock wave situated at the inflow station 
followed by a subsonic steady wave, or a supersonic steady wave followed 
by a l-shock wave situated at the outflow station. The following numerical 
experiment was performed: A standing shock wave with steady flow to 
either side was situated in the middle of the duct and then perturbed 
slightly; first, the shock was assigned a small positive speed and, second, a 
small negative speed. The result was that the shock eventually reaches the 
outflow in the first case and the inflow in the second case, where they 
remain. 
The expanding portion of the nozzles in Fig. 6.1(b), (c) are the same as the 
first case. The contracting profile is linear; results are presented for A, = 1.3 
and Ai” = 1.7. Supersonic inflow and subsonic outflow boundary conditions 
were specified in such a way that both stable asymptotic states which are 
predicted by Proposition 4.3 may occur. These are a l-shock wave situated 
0.90 
- EXACT SOLUTION 
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g! 0.55 - 
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0.20 
-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 11 
X 
0 
FIG. 6.3. Density vs. position for the converging-diverging nozzle, 6.1(b), with Ai, = 1.3; 
supersonic inflow and a linear initial guess have been used. This transonic standing shock is one 
of the two stable asymptotic states (cf. Fig. 4.1) with the given boundary data. Step = 800. 
Time = 70.11. 
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at the 
steady 
inflow station followed by a subsonic steady wave, or a supersonic 
wave followed by a transonic standing shock wave in the expanding 
portion of the duct. This problem can require several thousand time steps 
for convergence. The results are shown in Figs. 6.3, 6.4 for A, = 1.3,1.7, 
respectively. For the case A, = 1.7, we have been unable to find a linear 
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(a) Density vs. distance 
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-Uin = 1.796 - EXACT 
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(b) Velocity vs. distance 
FIG. 6.4. Same as Fig. 6.3 except Ai, = 1.7, see 6.1(c). The solution obtained here is the 
other stable asymptotic state (cf. Fig. 4.1) for this problem; it consists of a shock wave at the 
inflow boundary followed by a subsonic steady wave. The density profiles in Fig. 6.4(a) are 
nearly constant due to the small postshock velocity, cf. (3.13). The vertical axis of Fig. 6.4(b) is 
magnified to illustrate this. Step = 9000. Time = 759.946. 
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The expanding portion of the nozzle of Fig. 6.1(d) is obtained from the 
first case by continuing the latter duct linearly to the sonic state for the 
inflow data of the first case, see (3.13). The contracting part is a parabola 
chosen so that A, = 3.159. Subsonic inflow as well as subsonic outflow 
boundary conditions were specified for this problem. To implement his, we 
assume that pin and pin are given. At each new time level, we set PO, k = pin, 
p& = Pin and assume that (U&,U&) consists of 2- and 3-waves only, 
which uniquely determines ~0. k. This method is analogous to our treatment 
of the outflow boundary condition described in Section 5. The boundary 
data were chosen in such a way that the expected stable asymptotic solution 
is a subsonic steady wave in the contracting portion of the nozzle which 
reaches sonic conditions precisely at the throat, followed by a supersonic 
steady wave, a transonic standing shock wave, and a subsonic steady wave 
in the expanding portion of the duct. A similar calculation was performed in 
[17]. The results for our calculation are presented in Fig. 6.5. We note also 
that the throat Mach number is very close to unity for this solution, as it 
should be. Our scheme is very robust for this problem, and general initial 
data require only a few hundred time steps to converge. 
The main result of these calculations is that the scheme presented in 
Section 5 is asymptotically robust in the sense that arbitrary initial data 
tend toward exactly steady flow and that the only asymptotic states which 
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FIG. 6.5. Density vs. position for the converging-diverging nozzle, 6.1(d), with subsonic 
inflow and a linear initial guess. The solution passes through the sonic state at the throat and 
possesses a transonic standing shock in the expanding portion of the duct. Step = 900. 
Time = 49.315. 
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